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stream was deviated, which flowed over the rows of fish eggs
on trays to the small tanks containing " fry," and thence to
the ponds full of yearlings, and so into the river.   There were
salmon as well as rainbow trout spawn.   The " rainbow " were
an experiment    They gleamed translucently as they crowded
to the surface, or leapt into the air when the sieve full of raw
minced liver was lowered into the water at feeding time. Every
day my father went to look at his fish with almost childish joy.
One night the wooden aqueduct that carried the stream into
the fish hatchery was removed, with the result that all the eggs
and fry were found dead in the morning.   Moreover, the
beautiful yearlings in the ponds had been poisoned and were
floating belly upwards.   Of all the misfortunes that ever
descended on my father's head, this was the one perhaps that
hurt him most.   It was a devilishly wanton act, as senseless
as it was cruel.   My father had regarded his fish hatchery
as a communal benefit.   We had our fishing rights, it is true,
but the river belonged to all.   This manifestation of hostility
was very surprising on the part of a people by whom we believed
ourselves beloved.   Whenever any of us set foot outside our
gate we were greeted with, " May the Lord bless yer honour,"
and "The Holy Saints preserve you and keep you long!"
with so many compliments in addition that it was difficult to
understand why, as they were so charming to us by day, they
cut down our apple trees at night, uprooted our vegetables
and turned their cows into the garden to trample on the
flowers^  (The Scots keeper has since been murdered, and
our house is a blackened ruin, and so that finally decides their
opinion of us!)
Two years elapsed of joyous freedom, which the transient
presence of ever changing governesses did little to spoil. They
were all so stupid, so limited in their ideas 1 They pronounced
me frankly " impossible " and would not stay. There was a
German, so little and frail, who tried to make me do lessons
when Hugh and Peter and Shane were home on holiday. In
trying to rescue me from this intolerable situation Hugh drew
an arrow from his bow through the door ajar which Fr.aulein
was struggling to close against him. The arrow inadvertently

